MONARCH USER GUIDE
Product Usage and Best Practices Guide
Abstract
This document describes Monarch’s features and provides the reader with notes on how to best
use them. The expectation is that when the suggested practices are followed, the user would
have maximum success using Monarch.
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Introduction
This document sets out a series of recommendations that are designed to improve the user experience
of the Monarch application. This document provides description and step by step instruction for all the
features of the application, in addition to adding a number of resources to assist you accomplish
maximum results.
Monarch is a tool designed to migrate related sets of data between salesforce Organizations (Orgs). It is
available as part of the DreamFactory Utilities for Lifecycle Management packages in salesforce’s
AppExchange.
Monarch allows System Administrators to:




Migrate related sets of data between Orgs while preserving those relationships
Refresh salesforce sandboxes with data from production Orgs
Scramble data to protect sensitive information

Monarch uses salesforce’s Webservices and Metadata API to discover and migrate data between
salesforce Orgs. In order to use Monarch, you must have a salesforce Enterprise (or higher) edition with
System Administrator privileges.

Architecture Overview
The Monarch application uses DreamFactory Software’s runtime client which can be downloaded from
our website. The client player implements a security sandbox that protects local files, other documents,
and private network assets. When the Snapshot tab is clicked, the secure DreamFactory player is
launched and then the Snapshot application is downloaded by the player.
Once the rich application is downloaded into the secure DreamFactory player, the current
Salesforce.com session ID is supplied through the Custom Link as a URL parameter. The embedded client
application uses the session ID to communicate directly with salesforce.com using pure XML web
services. No other servers are involved. Once you download the rich application from our website, the
process is complete and in turn, DreamFactory does not host any of your data. Your private data,
username, password, and session ID are not transferred anywhere other than back and forth to
salesforce.com. Your session ID is used for communicating directly with Salesforce while our application
is running. Your private Salesforce data is not transmitted, duplicated, or cached in any other server or
database. All communication is conducted directly through an encrypted Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
pipeline with the salesforce.com SAS 70 certified servers that store your data.
Since Monarch uses salesforce.com directly, and so it is completely limited by the current profile settings
and visibility limitations as defined by the salesforce.com administrator. When a user logs into Salesforce
and navigates to Monarch, all the settings for that user are transferred through the session ID to the data
accessed by Monarch. There is no way for a DreamFactory application to “see” things that the user
cannot otherwise access through the salesforce.com HTML interface.

Migrating Data
Monarch facilitates data migration between two salesforce instances. This migration includes inserting
new records and updating existing data.
Note:
In select cases, the application can decide that it needs to replace existing records instead of inserting or
updating. This usually happens for standard objects like Opportunity Products, Account Contact Role,
Opportunity Contact Role etc. where the records are associated with one or more existing standard
objects and don’t have an individual Name field.
To create and migrate records between salesforce environments, please follow these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Launch Monarch
Creating the Dataset
Choosing Target environment
Migrating Data

Launch Monarch
Monarch is available as part of the DreamFactory Utilities for Lifecycle Management package on the
SalesForce AppExchange. It installs as part of the installed Application (DreamFactory Utilities for
Lifecycle Management Package)
To launch Monarch, simply click the dropdown and select Monarch.

Once you have selected Monarch, click the “Launch” button to load the application.

Note:
Monarch executes on top of DreamFactory’s Desktop Player, which runs on your Operating System. You
might need to download and install the Player from here. We offer support for all 32-bit and 64-bit
operating system versions for Windows and MAC.
Once the Monarch application launches, one of the most prominent things are the buttons in our
toolbar.

The buttons available for Monarch in this toolbar are:
1. Fullscreen
2. More Apps
3. Support
Fullscreen
Fullscreen button enables you to maximize the screen real estate. It will use up all the available screen
space allowing you to see as much as possible. This toggle helps when Monarch’s interface elements are
hidden.
When in Fullscreen mode, the button will read Restore Screen to allow you to restore the screen to the
original setup.
More Apps
More Apps menu enables you to switch between DreamFactory’s other applications without having to
quit Monarch. The other applications listed are part of the DreamFactory Utilities for Lifecycle
Management Package.

Support
Support menu allows you to contact DreamFactory Support department through a variety of means
including phone and email. You can also submit a suggestion or a comment through the suggestion box.
All suggestions are reviewed by the Engineering department weekly.

Creating/ Selecting the Dataset
Once Monarch is launched, the first step is to define the dataset that needs to be migrated. To assist
with this, Monarch opens into the Source tab.
The Source tab is designed to let you either choose an existing dataset or create a new one. New
datasets can be created from the org in which you are presently logged in, or you can create a dataset
from a different org or instance by selecting “Create a new dataset from a salesforce account."
Selecting an existing dataset
The product open with the Select an existing data set to move option preselected (as displayed above).
If you have moved away from that and need to select an existing data set, select the Select an existing
data set to move radio button. This will display all the datasets found in your computer in the list
displayed on the right. Click on a dataset that you are interested in and click the Next button.
The product jumps to the Display tab to let you browse through the data set.

C reating a new dataset from a SalesForce Account
If you would like to create a brand new dataset from a different salesforce account you need to log into
the org first. When you choose the Create a new data set from a salesforce account option, Monarch
displays the username and password text fields to login into an Org. Enter your credentials and check the
“Sandbox” option if applicable. Click Next to proceed.

Note
If your IP address is not recognized by SalesForce or you are logging in from a different location, you
might have to enter your security token along with the password to satisfy salesforce’s authentication
requirements.

C reating a new dataset from the current account
If you would like to create a brand new dataset from the current account, simply select “Create a new
data set from the current account.” Monarch will display the present user for confirmation. Click Next to
proceed.

Note:
A dataset is a compilation of object and field definitions, data and relationships between them. It is
stored as series of XML and TXT files organized by folders. These folders are named according to the
name of the object whose data they store. The dataset name is defaulted based on the name of the
Parent objects selected. This can be changed when creating the dataset.
These datasets are stored in:
Windows:
C:\Users\<username>\Documents\DreamFactory\downloads\www.dreamfactory.net\codebase\utilities
(where <username> is your username)
MAC: ~/Documents/DreamFactory/downloads/www.dreamfactory.net/codebase/utilities
Se lect Parents
Monarch facilitates migrating related sets of data between salesforce Orgs. To accomplish this
requirement, Monarch needs you to define the object hierarchy (or order of insertion) so that it can
insert the parent object data before it inserts children object data. The Parents tab is designed to help
you define the object hierarchy by selecting the top level items.
For example, if you need to move Accounts, Opportunities, Opportunity Products and Contacts, you will
select Accounts in the Parent tab and the rest are derived from Accounts or one of its descendants in the
Children tab.

Best Practices Note
Monarch is designed to insert and update records in the destination Org. We match records first by a
unique external ID field and when that is not found by the Name field. This gives us an optimal way of
covering as many scenarios as possible.
An artifact of this algorithm means that you would be best served by partitioning your data for migration
vertically. In other words, when you want to migrate Accounts, Opportunities and Opportunity Products,

select all 3 objects as part of the same transaction and control the dataset by limiting the parent object
records. This ensures that your data is accurately moved especially when there are records with
duplicate Name field entries.
Click on the top level object(s) that you are interesting in migrating. This checks the checkbox displayed
next to that object. For every object selected, three options are displayed:
1. Select all records
2. Select records with a filter
3. Select record manually
Once you have selected the appropriate records, use the Next button to proceed to the Children tab.
Select all records
Select all records selects all records for migration. You can place a limit on the number of records
returned by salesforce by entering a numeric value in the Limit total number checkbox.

Once you have selected the appropriate records, use the Next button to proceed to the Children tab.
Select records with a filter
Select records with a filter option allows you to create the dataset to be migrated using a SOQL query.
The SOQL query is created behind scenes using a Salesforce Report like search options.
To use this option, select the Select records with a filter radio button. This will display the filter listing
below. The fields associated with the selected object (Account, in this case) can be selected from the
Object Fields dropdown.
Note
This list only displays the fields that you have access to. If there are fields that you do not have access to
because of Profile restrictions, they will not be displayed in this dropdown.
Select the field(s) that you are interested in. Depending on the data type of the selected field, the
appropriate operators are displayed in the Operator dropdown. Select an appropriate operator.
Depending on the data type of the selected field, you can enter or select a value in the Value String
combo box. For example, if you selected a Date or DateTime field, you can select date ranges like TODAY,
THIS WEEK, LAST WEEK, NEXT WEEK, LAST MONTH etc. You can also use the Date Picker option to select
a particular date. I have entered in an “Account Name starting with A” dataset query here.

To confirm that you have selected the right dataset, you can use the Example Data button to see a
sample set. You can also narrow down the dataset to a more reasonable limit using the Limit total
number checkbox and text field options.
Once you have selected the appropriate records, use the Next button to proceed to the Children tab.
Select records manually
Select records manually provides facilities to select any record that you are interested in (as long as you
have access to that record).This is a desired option if there are no particular pattern that you can detect
in your dataset that needs to be migrated.

To use the Select records manually option, please select the Select records manually radio button. This
displays an alphabet selector and two lists below the selector. When any of the alphabets are clicked, the
Available Objects list displays the records that have a name field that start with the clicked alphabet.
From this list, highlight any record(s) by clicking on them.
Note
You can also select multiple records using the Ctrl and Shift buttons.
Use the green arrow to move the highlighted records to the Selected Objects list. You remove any of the
selected records in turn by highlighting them on the Selected Objects list and using the blue arrow to
bring them back to the Available Objects list. You can also execute a “Select All” or a “Remove All” using
the double green arrow and the double blue arrow respectively.

Once you have selected the appropriate records, use the Next button to proceed to the Children tab.
Se lect Children
The Children tab is the second part of constructing the object hierarchy to be migrated over. The Parents
tab selects all the hierarchy roots while the rest is built out in this tab.

All the objects selected in the Parents tab are displayed in the Object Hierarchy list (on the right). When
you click on one of the objects to highlight it, the Available Children list (on the left) displays all the
related objects.
Note
These relationships are figured out by using reverse lookup. In other words, it displays any object that
has a lookup or a master detail relationship with the highlighted object in the Object Hierarchy list.
Select the child object that you want to add to the hierarchy and click the green arrow to add it to the
Object Hierarchy. The newly added object is immediately highlighted and its relationships are displayed.
Note
There are no limits to the number of hierarchy levels that you can have.
If you need to remove an object from the Object Hierarchy, highlight the object from the Object
Hierarchy list and click the blue arrow.
Note
When you remove an object from the Object Hierarchy, the object and all its children are removed from
the list.
You can also re-order the hierarchy by highlighting any object in the Object Hierarchy list and using the
Up or Down arrows. This moves the object and all its children up or down the hierarchy.
The final Object Hierarchy is the order in which Monarch will insert records into the destination
salesforce.
When you are done constructing the object hierarchy, please click the Next button to go to the Load tab.
Choosing Fields
The Fields tab is designed to help you choose the fields that you want to migrate. This is an option that
helps users carve the exact data set that they deem necessary at the destination Org. The object

hierarchy chosen is displayed in the Object list. The Loaded Fields displays the list of the fields that are
automatically chosen for migration. The Not Loaded list displays the list of fields that are not chosen. The
Loaded Fields is auto-populated with any fields that is not a formula field (as they are usually autogenerated at the destination) or is not enabled for update (as we assume that they might not be open
for update at the destination as well).

To customize this list, select an object from the Object list to display all the loaded and not loaded fields
in the respective lists. To capture a field’s data, select the field from the Not Loaded list and use the
green arrow to move it to the Loaded Fields list. To remove a field, select the field from the Loaded
Fields list and use the blue arrow to move it to the Not Loaded list. Any field(s) listed in the Loaded
Fields list will be queried for and any field in the Not Loaded list will not be left behind.
To reset all selections, click the Reset button. Once you are happy with your selection, click the Next
button to go to the Load tab.
Loading Data
The Load tab is designed to download the data from the source Org to complete creating the source
dataset. By design, it displays the source salesforce Org username used.

The tab also displays a text input field for the user to enter the dataset name. By default, it places the
first root object’s name in the data set name. You can override it by highlighting the text and typing in
your own text. All special characters are removed from the text entered before it is accepted. With the
finally accepted text, a set of folders are created on the user’s machine. The data from the source Org is
downloaded into these folder structures. The root of this folder structure can be found here:
Windows:
C:\Users\<username>\Documents\DreamFactory\downloads\www.dreamfactory.net\codebase\utilities
(where <username> is your username)
MAC: ~/Documents/DreamFactory/downloads/www.dreamfactory.net/codebase/utilities
One folder is created per object and it could contain multiple files with the source Org data.
When you are ready to load data, click the Load button. Detailed information about the data download is
shown in the box below the data set name text field. When the data download is in progress, the Load
button changes to ! Cancel to allow you to cancel the data download.
When the data download is complete, the ! Cancel button changes to Next. Click the Next button to go
to Display tab.

Displaying Source Data
The Display Data tab is the next-in-line tab when you select a dataset in the Select Data tab. If you had
created a dataset and loaded data from the source Org, this is the next tab in the migration wizard.
This tab is designed to accomplish two functions:
1. Confirm the source data was properly loaded
2. Provide a sense of database space constraints
3. Designate certain fields for randomization during migration

The status bar at the top shows the username used in the source Org, a count of the records and their
approximate space requirements. The individual Object space requirements and counts are displayed
next to the objects under the Dataset list.
D ataset
The Dataset list displays a gist of the data that is stored in your dataset. You can click on the items in the
list and see the contents of that file in the Details list. The standard items that are displayed are:





Hierarchy information – Lists the order in which the data is going to be inserted into the
destination Org. This is just a confirmation of the object hierarchy that you had previously setup
using the Select Parents and Select Children tabs.
Loading log file – Displays the log file that was created when the source data was loaded. This
displays the filters that were used as well.
Source Org Information – Lists information about the source Org that was used to create the
dataset.

The items below the standard items depend on the objects that were selected for migration. They are
listed in alphabetical order and not the order in which the records are going to be inserted. If you wish to
see the order in which the records are going to be inserted, please refer to the Hierarchy Information.
The non-standard items list the number of records obtained from source Org and their approximate size.
This is designed to help you estimate the amount of space required in the destination Org. Clicking on
the object expands it and displays:


Describe Information - This displays the object’s configuration information. In other words, the
fields that were part of the object as displayed in XML here are the fields that we got data for
from the source Org.



Parent Object Group <n> - This displays the actual data that was retrieved from the source
salesforce Org. The term Parent Object Group 1 is displayed for the parent objects. For children
objects, you might see parent = <salesforce id> group 1 where the salesforce ID is the ID of the
child’s parent record.



Scramble Fields – This section displays the list of fields that are available in the selected object.
You can select any field listed in black to scramble or randomize the data during migration.
System locked field (like Created and Last Modified Dates), lookup fields (including Created ById
and LastModifiedById) are not allowed to be scrambled and hence displayed in gray. Clicking on
a field turns it red and marks it ready for randomization. You can click that field again to unmark
it.

Note
If you select a Date field, a random date will be generated. If you selected a picklist field, a random value
from the predefined values will be selected. This might create some issues with your validation rules.
Please beware of that.
Please click Next to move to the Map Data step.

Mapping Data
If you selected a dataset in the Selecting an existing Dataset step, this is the next logical step. If you
created a new dataset, you will land here after the Displaying Source Data step.
This screen maps the source data to the destination Org and prepares to “upsert” data. Upsert is a
standard function in Salesforce terminology that combines updates and inserts. If a match is found, that
destination record is overwritten with source data (destination Record Id is retained as-is). If no matches
are found then, a new record is inserted into the destination.
Note
The following matching rules are automatically applied in this order: Unique External ID field, Name
field. For example, if an Object has an Unique External ID field, the algorithm will attempt a match for
that before a Name match is attempted.
For User fields (OwnerId, Last Modified By ID, Created By ID etc.), the matching rules are applied in the
following order: Username, User’s Email Address, Full Name.
When a match is found, the downloaded dataset is updated to the matching Record ID. This helps
Monarch push data into the destination using a multiple channels.
There are some standard objects in salesforce that do not have a Name field – Account Contact Role,
Opportunity Products (Opportunity Line Item), Opportunity Contact Role etc. There is no way to map
source and destination records for these objects. So, if the parent record is going to be migrated, the
associated child records in these objects are replaced (dropped and re-created). This is the only way
Monarch can ensure that the destination information is correct.

Please enter the username and password for the destination Org. If the destination is a sandbox Org,
please check the Sandbox Account checkbox. If you want to start the migration process immediately
after the mapping, please check the Automatically Move Data After Mapping checkbox. When you are
ready, please click the Map button to start the migration process.

Once the mapping process finishes, you will see a success message Everything Finished: <timestamp>.
This log is saved to mapping.txt file in your dataset folder.
If you has checked the Automatically Move Data After Mapping in the previous step, Monarch will step
over this screen to start the migration process.
Please click the Next button to move to the Move Data tab.

Moving Data
The Move Data is the final step in the data migration process. The steps actually executes the data
migration and starts inserting data into the designated destination Org.

If you are migrating sensitive data and cannot afford any mistakes, please use the Stop moving data if an
error is reported option to ensure that migration is immediately terminated when an error occurs. If you
are fault tolerant, please select the Log all errors and keep trying to move data option. All errors are
logged in the Details text area and written out to the moving.txt file in your dataset folder.
You can browse through the dataset using the Dataset list by expanding the objects that you selected to
migrate. The records listed can be colored in one of three colors. Records colored in green are to be
updated. Records colored in yellow are to be inserted. Records colored in red are to be replaced
(dropped and recreated).
You can see the source and destination Org information. Please confirm the settings before you click the
Move button. This initiates the actual data migration to the designated destination org. Migration log
entries are written out to the moving.txt logfile in your dataset folder.

Monarch FAQ
How does Monarch match records between source and destination Orgs?
Monarch matches data based on: Unique External ID fields and Name fields. If there is a
matching Unique External ID value found, Monarch will consider it a matching records. If there is
no match found, then it attempts a match based on the Name field of the record.
The User lookup fields in a record are matched based on the User’s Username field, Email
Address field and Full Name field in that order. If there are multiple matches for the Full Name
field, the first available match is used.
Can Monarch migrate the exact same dataset to multiple Orgs?
Yes. When you create a dataset, the data from the source Org is downloaded to your hard drive.
So, this dataset can be re-used as many times as you need to target and migrate data to multiple
Orgs serially.
Can Monarch encrypt data instead of randomizing it?
No. Monarch will merely randomize the fields that you have designated. If you need to encrypt
the data, please use salesforce’s Encrypted Field datatype.
Can Monarch delete data? Can Monarch clear all data from the destination Org before migrating
data?
No. Monarch can only insert or update data. You will have to initiate a mass delete before using
Monarch to upload data into your Org.
What are some of the common error messages that you see with Monarch?
Monarch is merely a broker that migrates data between Orgs. Most of the error messages that
you might see come from salesforce. A few of the common ones seen are:
-

Validation Rule errors – Seen when data being migrated does not comply with defined
validation rules. This is common when you migrate data that was created before certain
validation rules were created.

-

Out of space errors – Commonly seen with configuration or dev sandboxes.

-

Referential integrity issues – Seen when the right order of insertion was not setup or
followed.

